The role of ecological factors in shaping bat cone opsin evolution
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Bats represent one of the largest and most striking nocturnal mammalian radiations, exhibiting many visual system specializations for performance in light-limited environments. Despite representing the greatest ecological diversity and species richness in Chiroptera, Neotropical lineages have been undersampled in molecular studies, limiting the potential for identifying signatures of selection on visual genes associated with differences in bat ecology. Here, we investigated how diverse ecological pressures mediate long-term shifts in selection upon long-wavelength (Lws) and short-wavelength (Sws1) opsins, photosensitive cone pigments that form the basis of colour vision in most mammals, including bats. We used codon-based likelihood clade models to test whether ecological variables associated with reliance on visual information (e.g. echolocation ability and diet) or exposure to varying light environments (e.g. roosting behaviour and foraging habitat) mediated shifts in evolutionary rates in bat cone opsins. Using additional cone opsin sequences from newly sequenced eye transcriptomes of six Neotropical bat species, we found significant evidence for different ecological pressures influencing the evolution of the cone opsins. While Lws is evolving under significantly lower constraint in highly specialized high-duty cycle echolocating lineages, which have enhanced sonar ability to detect and track targets, variation in Sws1 constraint was significantly associated with foraging habitat, exhibiting elevated rates of evolution in species that forage among vegetation. This suggests that increased reliance on echolocation as well as the spectral environment experienced by foraging bats may differentially influence the evolution of different cone opsins. Our study demonstrates that different ecological variables may underlie contrasting evolutionary patterns in bat visual opsins, and highlights the suitability of clade models for testing ecological hypotheses of visual evolution.

1. Introduction

Bats represent the only mammalian radiation to have occupied the aerial nocturnal environment and diversified into a variety of ecological niches [1]. Niche specialization was accompanied by a suite of molecular modifications leading to major shifts in mechanisms underlying sensory perception. The diverse ecological niches bats occupy have been associated with many adaptations, including variation in their chemosensory receptors [2,3], along with contrasting signatures of selection in auditory genes (reviewed in [1]). Although impossible in complete darkness, vision is important for bats and may complement other sensory modalities, such as echolocation, under typical nocturnal light conditions [4].

Vision initiates through the activation of visual pigments, light-sensitive complexes expressed in photoreceptor cells in the retina. These molecules mediate the first steps in the visual transduction cascade and act as an interface between organisms and their environment, having been shown to evolve in...
response to changes in ecology and light environment, such as spectral composition and light intensity (reviewed in [5]). Because of their functional properties, visual pigments are particularly amenable to molecular evolutionary studies and may greatly contribute to a better understanding of how ecology mediates visual evolution.

Similar to other therian mammals, most bats have two classes of cone visual pigments in their retinas (figure 1) [12,15,16], which are tuned to maximally absorb at very different ranges of the light spectrum: Lws is maximally sensitive to long wavelengths, whereas Sws1 responds to short wavelengths, with peak sensitivity in the UV range in bats [16]. Typically, these cone opsins contribute to colour vision under daylight conditions in most mammals, but their effectiveness is reduced drastically under lower light levels [17]. Because nocturnal light environments are much dimmer than daylight environments, genes associated with daylight vision would be expected to undergo relaxation in bats. However, bat cones operate optimally under lower light levels, such as the intermediate (mesopic) light intensities available at twilight and full moonlight [16], which may have contributed to maintaining bat cone opsin genes under strong evolutionary constraint [12].

While most bats have two classes of cone opsins (figure 1), many exhibit a reduced repertoire resulting from loss of a functional Sws1 via pseudogenization [12], leading to the absence of S cones [18] and loss of sensitivity to short wavelengths of light [19], a pattern that is also observed in several mammalian lineages that inhabit light-limited environments (reviewed in [20]). These losses have occurred in Old World lineages that use sophisticated high-duty cycle (HDC) echolocation (Rhinolophidae and Hipposideridae), which employ constant frequency calls with Doppler shift compensation to navigate and also to detect and classify food items [21]. In these HDC lineages, pseudogenization and subsequent loss of Sws1 function is proposed to represent a sensory trade-off between vision and echolocation [12]. However, Sws1 has also undergone pseudogenization in several cave-roosting Old World fruit bats, which are unable to generate laryngeal echolocation calls, whereas closely related tree-roosting species have maintained a presumably functional Sws1 gene. In this group, the light availability at the roosting site has been proposed to act as a key selective pressure influencing the maintenance of short-wavelength sensitivity [12]. This suggests that not only the degree of reliance on vision but also exposure to light may mediate bat visual evolution.

Echolocation ability and roosting behaviour are not the only ecological variables that may shape bat visual gene evolution. Diet may play an important role, as frugivorous bats generally have proportionally larger projections from retina to brain and cortical areas associated with vision compared with their omnivorous and insectivorous counterparts, which may suggest a greater reliance on visual information [22,23]. Differences in ganglion cell distribution in the retina are also observed among insect-eating bats according to the foraging strategy adopted, such as between aerial insectivores (AI) (seize prey in flight) and insect gleaners (capture prey from substrate), highlighting potential differences in visual ecology [24,25]. Species that forage in distinct habitats (among, near or outside vegetation) [26] are exposed to varying vegetation coverage and light spectra at night, which may also influence how visual pigments evolve, as observed in other nocturnal mammalian groups [27,28]. However, understanding how the impressively diverse ecological niches bats occupy influence their visual evolution remains to be satisfactorily investigated, particularly from the perspective of cone opsin genes.

Despite comprising the greatest ecological diversity and global species richness in Chiroptera [6], Neotropical lineages have been remarkably undersampled in visual opsins studies, limiting the potential for identifying complex signatures of selection associated with differences in bat ecology. Among those lineages, families Phyllostomidae and Mormoopidae account for most of the species diversity in the Neotropics, which may still be greatly underestimated due to cryptic diversity in the region [29,30]. Phyllostomids (New World leaf-nosed bats) arguably represent the most ecologically diverse radiation among bats, comprising species with a variety of roosting behaviours and also highly specialized feeding habits and diets, including convergence of plant-based diets with Old World fruit bats [31]. By contrast, mormoopids (ghost-faced and moustached bats) exclusively comprise insect-eating and rock- or cave-roosting representatives, but include the only species complex (Pteronotus parnellii) in the New World to have independently evolved HDC echolocation [21], which may have had important effects on their visual ecologies.

To capture a wide range of niche specializations of bats, we first sequenced whole-eye transcriptomes of six species of Neotropical bats of families Phyllostomidae and Mormoopidae, from which we obtained new Sws1 and Lws sequences, and combined it with publicly available bat opsin sequences. We hypothesized that certain ecological aspects either associated with the use of visual information (e.g. echolocation ability and diet) or exposure to varying light environment (e.g. roosting behaviour and foraging habitat) may mediate shifts in evolutionary pressure in bat visual opsins and tested this hypothesis using codon-based likelihood clade models. These models have been increasingly applied to evaluate whether complex ecological aspects (e.g. foraging depth and habitat) and evolutionary transitions may have influenced divergent evolutionary rates in distinct lineages in a wide range of vertebrate groups [32–39]. We predicted that ecological specializations associated with diminished reliance on visual cues (e.g. sophisticated echolocation ability and aerial insectivory) and with decreased exposure to light (cave-roosting and foraging among vegetation) may lead to weaker constraint in opsin gene evolution in certain bat lineages. By contrast, variables associated with greater dependence on vision (e.g. non-laryngeal echolocation and frugivory) and increased exposure to ambient light (tree-roosting and foraging outside of vegetation) were expected to mediate greater evolutionary constraint in bat cone opsins.

2. Results

(a) New neotropical bat opsin gene sequences

Nearly complete Lws sequences were obtained from whole-eye transcriptomes of six bat species of families Phyllostomidae and Mormoopidae, not only expanding sampling of Neotropical bat opsin sequences but also improving representation of species with diverse ecological specializations that allowed us to refine hypotheses tested using molecular evolutionary analyses. Putatively functional
Figure 1. Chiroptera tree depicting species relationships of all bat representatives included in this study, along with respective families and suborders, according to recent literature [6–11]. Symbols preceding species names illustrate Sws1 and Lws gene sequence sampling of each species. Faded symbols with dashed outlines indicate predicted cone opsin set of each bat species for which sequence information is currently unavailable. Species in bold represent new sequences obtained in this study through RNA-seq or genome mining. Symbols above branches denote losses of Sws1 function, according to [12–14]. (Online version in colour.)
Sus1 sequences were obtained from the transcriptomes of Phylllops falkatus and Monophyllus rednarii (Phylllostomidae) and of Pteronotus parnellii and P. quadridens (Mormoopidae). However, only partial Sus1 fragments were detected for the phyllostomid Macrotus waterhousii and the mormoopid Mormoops blainvillii, and were too short to be included in further analyses. We also identified a number of substitutions in the translated amino acid sequence of M. waterhousii and M. blainvillii Sus1 in regions that are otherwise conserved in bats, hinting at possible pseudogenization (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). In addition to our transcriptomic data, we were also able to obtain Lws sequences from three publicly available chiropteran draft genomes [40], and to confirm the presence of Sus1 pseudogenes in those species as previously reported [12,13]. All new bat visual opsin sequences were deposited on GenBank (accession IDs in electronic supplementary material, table S1).

(b) Bat cone opsin genes are under strong purifying selection

Random sites models [41] were used to estimate selective constraints acting upon each chiropteran cone opsin gene in PAML [42]. Results were consistent on both the species and gene tree topology (electronic supplementary material, figures S2 and S3 and tables S2 and S3), and revealed that overall substitution rate ratios are very low in Lws and Sus1, in agreement with previous analyses in smaller datasets [12]. Significant among-site rate variation in \( v \) was observed for both cone opsin genes (likelihood ratio test (LRT) M3 versus M0, \( p < 0.001 \); electronic supplementary material, tables S5 and S6), which is characteristic of functional protein-coding sequences. We also tested whether bat opsin genes may be experiencing positive selection in a subset of sites. Previous studies have hypothesized that bat cone opsin genes would experience relaxation in response to their nocturnal lifestyle, limiting the use of the photopic visual system [12], whereas the lower threshold for cone activation in bats [16] may suggest the acquisition of an enhanced function in cone opsins to operate under lower light levels. However, we found no evidence for relaxed or positive selection in any opsin dataset using random sites models in PAML (LRT M2a versus M1a, M8 versus M8a, \( p > 0.05 \); electronic supplementary material, tables S5 and S6) or FUBAR in HyPhy [43] (electronic supplementary material, figure S4), which agreed with previous molecular evolutionary analyses in bat opsin genes [12].

(c) High-duty cycle echolocation underlies significant evolutionary divergence in bat Lws

PAML’s Clade model C (CmC) [44], which allows \( \omega \) to vary along different lineages, was implemented to test whether distinct ecological variables underlie long-term shifts in selective constraint in bat visual opsin genes (hereafter referred to as divergent selection [36]). This hypothesis was tested by partitioning the species tree of each opsin gene according to variables associated with reliance on vision (echolocation ability and diet) or with exposure to light (roosting behaviour and foraging habitat) (electronic supplementary material, figure S5 and table S3) and comparing it with the null model M2a_rel, which does not permit a different \( \omega \) to be estimated along the phylogeny [45]. Partitioning the Lws species tree according to echolocation ability and diet, and according to roosting behaviour yielded a significantly better fit over the null model (Figure 2a). Allowing a separate \( \omega \) to be estimated in HDC echolocating lineages supported significant shifts in constraint when compared with the null model (\( p < 0.001 \), figure 2a; electronic supplementary material, table S4).
Significant variation in $\omega$ was also observed in Al ($p < 0.001$) and in cave-roosting species ($p < 0.01$, figure 2a; electronic supplementary material, table S4).

Although these three partitions provided a superior fit to data, overlap among the species tested as foreground clades made it difficult to discriminate which ecological force may have shaped Lws evolution in bats. To discern the effect of distinct ecologies underlying divergent Lws evolution, we compared significant model partitions according to their likelihood using Akaike’s information criterion (AIC). We observed that the HDC partition best fitted the data in comparison with Al ($\Delta\text{AIC} = 2.88$) as well as cave roosters ($\Delta\text{AIC} = 7.70$), suggesting greater influence of sophisticated HDC echolocation on bat Lws evolution (figure 2a; electronic supplementary material, table S4). In this partition, we observed that about 30% of sites in Lws were estimated to be evolving under much lower constraint in HDC bats ($\omega_4 = 0.433$) compared to the background lineages, which included LDC and non-laryngeal echolocating bats ($\omega_2 = 0.132$; electronic supplementary material, table S4). Relaxation of constraint in Lws in HDC lineages was also supported using HyPhy’s RELAX model, which estimates a selection intensity parameter $k$ that modulates the magnitude to which $\omega$ deviates from neutrality ($\omega^*$) [46]. Testing the HDC partition in RELAX resulted in a significantly better fit compared to the null model ($p < 0.01$) with an estimated $k = 0.52$, driving $\omega$ classes closer to 1 and supporting relaxation in Lws in response to HDC echolocation (electronic supplementary material, table S5).

(d) Foraging habitat mediates significant shifts in evolutionary constraint in bat Sws1

Unlike Lws, our HDC echolocation partition did not perform better than the null model for Sws1 (electronic supplementary material, table S9). This partition was limited to a single branch leading to the Neotropical mormoopid P. parrini, as a result of widespread losses of Sws1 function in most HDC lineages (figure 1). Instead, our CmC analysis of bat Sws1 yielded a superior fit over the null model when the species tree was partitioned according to diet and foraging habitat (figure 2b). Significant variation in constraint was detected in Sws1 when Al were separated in the foreground clade and compared with a background clade that included bats with other dietary requirements, supporting intensified purifying selection in Al lineages ($\omega_4 = 0.13$, $p < 0.01$; figure 2b; electronic supplementary material, table S6). Significant shifts in selection were also detected in species that forage among vegetation relative to species that forage outside or near vegetation coverage, though indicating elevated rates in among vegetation foragers ($\omega_4 = 0.30$, $p < 0.001$; figure 2b; electronic supplementary material, table S9). To examine these contrasting results, we compared the likelihood of the two significant partition models using AIC and observed that the among vegetation partition fit the data significantly better compared with Al ($\Delta\text{AIC} = 6.39$). In this partition, about 27% of sites in Sws1 were estimated to have evolved under much lower constraint in bats that forage among vegetation ($\omega_4 = 0.30$) compared with background species ($\omega_2 = 0.09$; electronic supplementary material, table S6). We also tested this partition using RELAX and observed significant support for relaxation in Sws1 in among vegetation foragers. Estimating a selection intensity parameter $k \neq 1$ fitted the data significantly better compared to the null model ($p < 0.001$), supporting relaxation of selective forces in Sws1 in response to foraging habitat ($k = 0.73$; electronic supplementary material, table S7).

3. Discussion

Here, we have used codon-based likelihood models to estimate overall selective pressures acting upon bat cone opsin genes to test whether ecologies associated with reliance on vision or exposure to varying ambient light mediate long-term shifts in constraint in chiropteran Lws and Sws1. We have used eye transcriptome sequencing to obtain new opsin gene sequences from six Neotropical species, which exhibit great ecological diversity and have been poorly sampled in opsin sequencing studies. Along with publicly available sequences, we found that bat cone opsins are experiencing overall strong evolutionary constraint, but we also provide significant evidence for shifts in selection in Lws and Sws1 associated with distinct ecological pressures. Using clade models, we detected significant divergent selection in bat Lws occurring in response to echolocation ability, resulting in elevated rates of evolution in HDC lineages. By contrast, foraging habitat underlies significant shifts in selection pressure in Sws1, leading to relaxation of constraint in species that forage among vegetation.

Our random sites analysis on an expanded bat Lws and Sws1 dataset supported strong purifying selection acting upon the majority of codon sites in bat cone opsin sequences. Although bats have long occupied the nocturnal environment, our work and that of others [12] indicate high levels of sequence conservation in bat cone opsin genes associated with maintenance of protein-coding gene function, suggesting that cone-based vision may play an underappreciated role in chiropteran biology. Although Lws and Sws1 were maintained in most mammalian lineages throughout the nocturnal bottleneck and most extant species still have two functionally distinct classes of cones [47], cone opsins and other genes involved in the bright light visual pathway have been observed to undergo relaxed selection in organisms that either inhabit [48] or have occupied photic-limited environments during their evolutionary history [49]. However, bat cones are predominantly active under intermediate (mesopic) light intensities, suggesting significant cone opsin contribution to bat vision at twilight and full moonlight [16]. Interestingly, several species of bats emerge from the day roost to forage at dusk, when ambient light is enriched with short wavelengths [50], thus probably benefitting from capturing photons with a functional Sws1 pigment that is maximally sensitive in UV range [16]. Similarly, the Lws opsin in bats, with expected peak sensitivity between 530 and 560 nm [16], as with other nocturnal mammals, is presumably tuned to absorb in a range similar to the long-wavelength dominated light available in forested areas, possibly contributing to maximizing capture of scarce photons available at night [27]. Finally, although cone opsins may make individual contributions to maximizing photon capture, the interaction between Sws1 and Lws may support more intricate aspects of vision under intermediate light intensities. Having two different classes of cone opsins in the retina may provide the genetic basis for dichromatic colour vision, though its utility
for species that are predominantly nocturnal is still debated [20]. By contrast, maintaining two distinct cone opsin classes may also improve luminance perception. Signal summation from cones expressing Lws and Sws1 may occur in bipolar cells that signal to ganglion cells of the magnocellular pathway, which are responsible for encoding the perception of brightness [51]. The ability to detect and discriminate brightness cues may be particularly advantageous for bats that use vision to identify objects in flight, especially when those are beyond the range of echolocation [4].

Although cone opsin genes experience great sequence conservation in bats, our clade model analyses identified significant long-term shifts in selective constraint intensity in Lws and Sws1 associated with ecological differences in bats. Here, we detected substantial divergent and elevated selection in lineages that use HDC echolocation compared to LDC and non-echolocating groups, suggesting weakened constraint in Lws in response to echolocation ability. The evolution of sophisticated HDC echolocation is hypothesized to have resulted in greater reliance on the auditory system for navigation and foraging behaviour, and was probably accompanied by relaxation of constraint on the visual system, resulting in a sensory trade-off [1]. This hypothesis is supported at the morphological and physiological levels by a reduction in visual brain structures and eye size in HDC bats relative to auditory-associated structures [23,52]. At the molecular level, loss of function of several vision-associated genes has been reported in several HDC species [14,53], including Sws1 [12,14]. In Old World HDC lineages, pseudogenization of vision-associated genes also coincided with faster rates of evolution in the Sla26a5 gene, which encodes the voltage-sensitive membrane protein Prestin in auditory outer hair cells, mediating high-frequency sensitivity in echolocating bats [54]. The hypothesis of a sensory trade-off between hearing and vision is further supported by our analysis in RELAX, which indicates that Lws is undergoing significant relaxation of constraint in HDC bats. This may suggest that maintaining a functional Lws opsin may not be as crucial in species that are more reliant on auditory information, leading to relaxation of selective pressures that eventually result in loss of gene function.

In contrast with Lws, we found no evidence for shifts in selection constraint intensity in response to echolocation ability in species predicted to have a functional Sws1 opsin. Instead, our clade model analyses indicated significant and elevated divergent selection in species that forage among vegetation relative to those that look for food in open space or near the edge of vegetation. This suggests that the environment where bats forage may have a greater contribution for bat visual evolution than previously hypothesized. In forested areas, light attenuation and absorption by leaf photosynthetic pigments influence the intensity and spectral composition of environmental light [55]. As a result, the nocturnal light environment in forests is dim, dominated by middle-to-long wavelengths, and poor in shorter wavelengths, particularly in areas with dense canopy coverage [27]. As such, reduced light intensity and narrower light spectra may result in insufficient photons for Sws1 activation in bats that forage among vegetation, potentially leading to relaxation of constraint upon this visual pigment, which is consistent with our analysis in RELAX. Relaxation of constraint in Sws1 in response to habitat light has also been observed in nocturnal lemurs, in which species that inhabit areas with dense vegetation coverage exhibit either weaker selection upon or even loss of Sws1 function [56]. Interestingly, several species of bats in which a Sws1 pseudogene was identified also forage among vegetation [12,14], which may further support our hypothesis that light spectrum at the foraging site may have greater implications for Sws1 evolution than previously appreciated.

Our study is the first to explicitly test how diverse aspects of bat ecology hypothesized to underlie differences in visual ability may influence cone opsin evolution. We expanded opsin sequence sampling of ecologically diverse Neotropical lineages and provided significant statistical evidence for long-term shifts in selection constraint intensity in Lws and Sws1 in response to ecological variables associated with decreased reliance on visual information and limited exposure to ambient light spectrum. While hypotheses for cone opsin evolution in bats have mostly focused on patterns of loss of gene function associated with ecological differences [12], our analyses of predictably functional Lws and Sws1 sequences highlight the power of codon-based likelihood models combined with knowledge of species ecology to discern the role of ecological factors in shaping bat visual gene evolution. As new bat cone opsin sequences become available and sampling along Chiroptera phylogenetic and ecological diversity is improved, the associations observed in our study can be further tested and refined.

4. Material and methods

(a) Transcriptome sequencing, de novo assembly and opsin gene sequence extraction

Total RNA was extracted from eyes of six Neotropical bat species (the mormoopids M. blainvillii, P. parnellii and P. quadridentis, and the phyllostomids M. waterhousii, M. redmani and P. falcatus) collected in the Dominican Republic and deposited at the ROM (electronic supplementary material, table S9). The phyllostomid species represent a wide range of diet specializations, including the frugivorous P. falcatus and the insect gleaning M. waterhousii, whereas the mormoopid P. parnellii is the only lineage in the Neotropical capable of HDC echolocation. RNA extraction was performed using a combined Trizol/RNeasy (Qiagen) protocol according to the manufacturer’s instructions, followed by library construction and sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq pipeline at The Centre for Applied Genomics, the Hospital for Sick Children (Toronto). After quality control, transcriptomes were assembled de novo using various assemblers (electronic supplementary material, table S10). Opin sequences were extracted from assembled transcriptomes using blastn with full-length opsin sequences obtained from available bat genomes as references, and included in its specific dataset for further phylogenetic and molecular evolutionary analyses. A detailed description of tissue acquisition, transcriptome sequencing and de novo assembly can be found in electronic supplementary material.

(b) Dataset preparation, sequence alignment and phylogenetic analysis

Along with new Neotropical bat cone opsin sequences, bat Lws and Sws1 coding sequences were also obtained from GenBank and identified from three recently published bat draft genomes [40] through standalone BLAST. Datasets spanning representatives of ≥ 10 chiropteran families (40 and 33 species for Lws and Sws1, respectively) and outgroup sequences (figure 1; electronic supplementary material, table S3) were aligned by codons in MEGA.
v.6.0 [57] and used to estimate maximum-likelihood gene trees in PhyML v.3.0 [58]. Estimated gene trees recovered monophyletic relationships of Chiroptera and Phylllostomidae/Mormoopidae lineages, but exhibited contrasting topologies with accepted species relationships at both deep and recent nodes. Because of these discrepancies, we constrained tree topologies to best represent accepted species relationships [6–11], with a basal trichotomy formed by Yinpterochiroptera, Emballonuridae and all remaining Yangochiroptera, as required to run in PAML.

(c) Molecular evolutionary analysis

To investigate the strength and form of selection acting on bat Lws and Sws1, alignments and trees of each opsin gene were analysed with the codeml program in PAML 4.9a [42]. Random sites models were used to estimate variation in the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous substitution rate (dKs/dKs or ω) among sites [41]. LRTs with χ² distribution were carried out to compare random-sites models in order to test for among-site variation in ω (M3 versus M0) and positive selection (M2a versus M1a, and M8 versus M8a) in bat Lws, and Sws1. Datasets were also analysed in HyPhy [59] using the FUBAR model, which performs similarly to PAML’s random sites models, but estimates dKs and dKs independently [43].

PAML’s CmC [44] was used to statistically examine whether divergent evolutionary rates (ωg) in bat cone opsin genes occur in response to diverse ecologies that may influence either reliance on visual information (e.g. echolocation and diet) or exposure to ambient light (e.g. roosting behaviour and foraging habitat). A complete description of the various clade model partitions performed on each opsin tree can be found in electronic supplementary material, figure S4 and table S3. Significant divergent selection was tested for using an LRT to compare CmC with the null model M2a_rel, which does not allow divergence of ω in the third class of sites [45]. For each ecological hypothesis, nested models were compared through LRT. For non-nested partitions, AIC values were compared to determine which ecological variable had the greatest effect on the divergence of each visual opsin in bats. All molecular evolutionary analyses were run with starting branch lengths estimated in and repeated at least three times with varying initial starting values for ω and κ (transition to transversion ratio) to avoid local optima. The best-fitting partition in each opsin gene dataset was also analysed using HyPhy’s RELAX model [46] to test for evidence of relaxed selection. A detailed description of models used to test for divergent (CmC) and relaxed selection (RELAX) can be found in the electronic supplementary material.
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